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Exosomes: Nature’s highly evolved messaging system

SSI and RI resulted in similar cell culture performance for engineered
exosome production

Exosomes are extracellular vesicles (30-200 nm) that convey complex molecules and biological signals
between cells, and have been shown to be intrinsically non-immunogenic
Harnessing the natural tropism or engineering exosomes to specific cells and tissues may allow a therapeutic
advantage in many disease indications

•
•

Proprietary scaffolds enable uniform exosome surface display and luminal
loading of proteins, peptides, and nucleic acids
•
•
•

Data representing cell culture performance from a fed-batch experiment for each integration method for each molecule at
different passaging timepoints, with IFN-y on the left in blue and IL-12 on the right in green
Cell banks from each time point were thawed and run through a standard shake flask fed-batch process to produce exosomes
Assessment of the fed-batch cell culture performance for days 0, 30, and 60 for each molecule were consistent with respect to
viable cell density and % viability

Engineered exosomes showed similar biochemical characterization and
expression of both IFNγ and IL-12 from SSI and RI
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Codiak BioSciences developed a therapeutic platform utilizing exosome biology, known as EngEx™
Proteomic analysis on LC-MS/MS on highly purified exosomes, identified two scaffold proteins, which
preferentially sort into exosomes, PTGFRN highlighted on the top of the figure for surface display and
BASP1 highlighted on the bottom of the figure for luminal loading
Engineered exosomes with high-density and uniform distribution of target proteins were generated in
producer cells by making genetic fusions to these scaffolds

•
•
•

Random (RI) or nuclease mediated site-specific integration (SSI) are
promising strategies for creating engineered exosomes

•
•
•

Site-specific integration may provide an additional advantage for generating engineered exosomes
•

Engineered IFNγ and IL-12 expressing exosomes showed similar potency
from SSI and RI

Genetic engineering of producer cells by introducing DNA through RI or SSI are promising strategies for creating
engineered exosomes
Site-specific integration may provide an additional advantage for generating engineered exosomes
Known safe loci may result in faster homogenous pools with stable expression of engineered constructs
High probability of low expression variance in stable cells result in engineered homogenous pools, which may not require
a single cell cloning for clinical evaluation which would then accelerate critical timelines
Cell stability and transgene expression of engineered exosomes was investigated

•
•
•
•

Purified exosomes expressing IFN-y (blue) and IL-12 (green) from each of the timepoints were biochemically characterized by
NTA (p/mL) for particle count, BCA for protein content (ug/mL), amplex red cholesterol assay for cholesterol content (ug/mL),
and SDS-PAGE (loaded equal exosomes per lane)
The amount IFN-y and IL-12 on exosomes was quantitated by AlphaLISA (ng/1e11 particles)
Engineered exosomes from both integration strategies showed similar and consistent biochemical characterization and
transgene expression
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Long-term stability with consistent transgene expression in producer cells
and therapeutic potency of engineered exosomes was investigated

•
•
•
•
•
•

Producer cells were engineered by either integration method to express IFN-y or IL-12 on the surface of exosomes
employing the PTGFRN scaffold
Transfections were carried out in triplicate for each molecule and integration strategy and were stably selected using
puromycin
Long-term cell stability without selective pressure was investigated over time for 90 days (approx. 24 passages), and
cells were cryopreserved initially post selection and at days 30, 60, and 90
Stable cell pool banks were thawed from timepoints 0, 30, and 60 days and exosomes were produced in cell culture and
purified by density gradient ultracentrifugation
Purified exosomes were biochemically characterized by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), BCA, cholesterol content,
and SDS-PAGE
Transgene expression and biological activity of exosomes displaying each molecule were assessed by AlphaLISA and in
vitro reporter assays

SSI resulted in faster and similar cell culture performance compared to RI
Activity of engineered IFN-y and IL-12 expressing exosomes were assessed in a reporter assay at 0,
30, and 60 day timepoints for each integration strategy

Figure A:
•
•

The activity of IFN-y expressing exosomes was assessed in an IFN-y receptor luciferase reporter assay and luminescence
was measured on a plate reader
Dose titrations of the 3 timepoints from both integration strategies were tested to obtain dose response curve (left)
and EC50 values derived from the dose response curve were plotted (right)

Figure B:
•
•

The activity of IL-12 expressing exosomes was assessed in an IL-12 SEAP reporter assay and SEAP levels measured on a
plate reader
Dose titrations of the 3 timepoints from both integration strategies were tested to obtain dose response curve (left)
and EC50 values derived from the dose response curve were plotted (right)

Summary and Conclusions
•
•
•
•

SSI resulted in faster stable selection and had comparable cell culture performance over time compared to RI
% viability data is shown on the left (IFN-y on top in blue and IL12 on bottom in green) of the puro selected pools, sitespecific integration stably selected faster than random integration
Stable pools expressing both molecules utilizing both integration methods showed consistent stable passaging out to
90 days without selective pressure
The red arrows indicate when the pools were cryopreserved

•
•
•

Nuclease mediated site-specific integration and traditional random integration methods for generating stable cell line
pools were comparable in terms of cell stability, transgene expression, exosome titer, and potency
Site-specific integration allows for accelerated timelines for process development, toxicology, and first in human
studies without the need to generate a single cell clone
This work demonstrates the feasibility to manufacture therapeutic engineered exosomes from site-specific integration
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